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ABSTRACT: 
 
Charles D Young & Co., Edinburgh contractors, ironmongers and fencing manufacturers attracted 
attention in 1856 with their castigated ‘Brompton Boilers'. This iron building had been commissioned to 
house exhibits from the Crystal Palace after that building’s removal from Hyde Park. Young & Co. had 
also been contractors for Dublin's, Great Industrial Exhibition of 1853 and forthe Manchester Art 
Treasures Exhibition of 1857, but Charles D Young had wider ambitions. In addition to large contracts in 
Britain, they were hungry for overseas markets, stimulated by antipodean mining booms and imagined 
needs of South American Governments together with those of Chilean resources magnates who seemed 
to offer boundless possibilities. 
This paper seeks to untangle Charles D Young’s role in the unsettled world of mid-nineteenth century 
iron construction and global trade in industrial products. It aims to challenge present-day assumptions 
about mid-nineteenth century marketing, manufacturing, trade relationships and other aspects of vibrant 
enterprise that prevailed at the time. Evidence of C D Young's ethical exuberance will be suggested along 
with thorough analysis of a little known 1857 ‘catalogue’ bearing their name. This documentation raises 
doubts about what has been inferred about their achievements. Australian historians have linked Charles 
D Young on the strength of a few illustrations in a trade publication, with involvement in several 
important iron structures including Corio Villa in Geelong. In order to strengthen this and other 
attributions, snippets of historical evidence laced with conjecture and wishful thinking, have been 
assembled as fact to create a fabric of warp sustained by little tangible weft. 
Overlooked patents, licensing, sub-contracting, optimistic entrepreneurship and other factors that could 
have been at play will enrich the picture without offering absolute conclusions. It appears that received 
wisdom is due for revision and hopefully, greater levels of modesty in its presentation will follow. 
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Abstract 
Charles D Young & Co., Edinburgh contractors, ironmongers and fencing 
manufacturers attracted attention in 1856 with their castigated ‘Brompton 
Boilers'. This iron building had been commissioned to house exhibits from the 
Crystal Palace after that building’s removal from Hyde Park. Young & Co. had 
also been contractors for Dublin's, Great Industrial Exhibition of 1853 and for 
the Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition of 1857, but Charles D Young had 
wider ambitions. In addition to large contracts in Britain, they were hungry for 
overseas markets, stimulated by antipodean mining booms and imagined 
needs of South American Governments together with those of Chilean 
resources magnates who seemed to offer boundless possibilities.  
This paper seeks to untangle Charles D Young’s role in the unsettled world of 
mid-nineteenth century iron construction and global trade in industrial 
products. It aims to challenge present-day assumptions about mid-nineteenth 
century marketing, manufacturing, trade relationships and other aspects of 
vibrant enterprise that prevailed at the time. Evidence of C D Young's ethical 
exuberance will be suggested along with thorough analysis of a little known 
1857 ‘catalogue’ bearing their name. This documentation raises doubts about 
what has been inferred about their achievements. Australian historians have 
linked Charles D Young on the strength of a few illustrations in a trade 
publication, with involvement in several important iron structures including 
Corio Villa in Geelong. In order to strengthen this and other attributions, 
snippets of historical evidence laced with conjecture and wishful thinking, 
have been assembled as fact to create a fabric of warp sustained by little 
tangible weft. 
Overlooked patents, licensing, sub-contracting, optimistic entrepreneurship 
and other factors that could have been at play will enrich the picture without 
offering absolute conclusions. It appears that received wisdom is due for 
revision and hopefully, greater levels of modesty in its presentation will follow. 
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Firm foundations? – Shaky ground? 
Exotic buildings, departing from normal methods of construction easily gather about them 
stories that tangle fact and fancy together in strands that are very hard to unravel. Relying 
on such information unsupported by straightforward documentary evidence is risky.  
 
Established fact? 
By the mid 1980s, the history of buildings in Australia with substantial cast iron façades 
seems to have stabilized. The small number of these 19th Century structures that remain, 
and those that had been documented but have since disappeared were thought to have 
had pedigrees established by impeccable research and thorough interpretation of both 
Australian and Overseas records. Such was confidence in these pedigrees, that, Miles 
Lewis in a scathing review, invoked ‘established fact’ to illustrate a colleague’s hopelessly 
out-of-date scholarship:  
 
Sometimes it seems that Cowan is a sort of Rip Van Winkle, totally unaware 
of research in the last twenty or thirty years… Corio Villa at Geelong is 
attributed to C D Young, and 388 … Coventry Street, South Melbourne, to 
John Walker, whereas both are now known to be the work of Robertson & 
Lister of Glasgow.1 
 
 
Figure 01. All the illustrations from C D Young’s 1856 pamphlet 
Illustrations of Iron Structures for Home and Abroad. On the left, 
those numbered 1-6 share many features with images published 
elsewhere of the work of E T Bellhouse of Manchester. Plates 7 to 
14 represent buildings with cast iron fronts discussed in this 
paper. 
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In 2001, Lewis published a lengthy web-based report – The Portable Building, arguing 
that Victoria was the best place in the world to study 19th Century ‘Prefabrication’ 
because of the wealth and variety of remaining examples and even though good work 
had been done by Gilbert Herbert in Pioneers of Prefabrication (1978), that study was 
flawed, because:2 
 
… at that time … it was apparent that Herbert had reviewed only a small 
proportion of the surviving examples … [and] laboured under serious 
misapprehensions in relation to manufacturers such as Robertson & Lister, 
and of course, had a limited knowledge of the Australian scene.3 
 
The ‘serious misapprehensions’ referred to above, concern Herbert’s attribution of 
several buildings with cast iron façades to Charles D Young & Co., based on illustrations 
in the company’s 1856 [?] pamphlet, Illustrations of Iron Structures for Home and 
Abroad.4 (Figure 01) Attempting to reconcile images in the Young ‘catalogue’, 
representing buildings identical or similar to buildings that are know to have been erected 
in Australia, Lewis relied on descriptions published in the contemporary British press 
about Robertson & Lister’s work as ironfounders, and created narratives that smoothed 
out seemingly contradictory evidence: 
 
 
Figure 02. Left: Design 17 in Charles D Young’s 1856 [?] 
pamphlet. Illustrations of Iron Structures. Centre: Photograph of 
church in Macquarie Street in Sydney before it was removed. This 
Church was most probably one of a pair made by Robertson & 
Lister described on the right in the Year Book of Facts for 1854. 
Photograph from: Mitchell Library, Sydney. The church is unique, 
being the only cast iron front that can be attributed with some 
certainty to Robertson & Lister. 
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It is necessary, first of all, to clarify the overall position. The buildings made by 
or attributed to Robertson & Lister vary from the finest and most 
architecturally pretentious cast iron façades, down to utilitarian corrugated 
iron stores and cottages... Many of the grandest ones are illustrated in a 
catalogue produced by C D Young & Co in 1856, though there is enough 
documentation to establish that some, and to suggest that all, are the work of 
Robertson & Lister, whose business must have been acquired by Young. 
However, there are some claims to the contrary.5 Moreover Young's 
catalogue includes other buildings of a quite different character, and these 
may be the ones that he himself had been making for about six years - 
alternatively, they may be the products of some other business acquired by 
him.6 
 
These statements are made in spite of there being no credible documentary evidence 
that C D Young & Co ever had any relationship with Robertson & Lister. The suggestion 
that Young acquired Robertson & Lister is also fanciful, given that in early 1855 
bankruptcy proceedings were initiated against Robertson & Lister, their assets disposed 
of piecemeal through a series of auctions while at the same time, Charles D Young was 
entering a period of financial uncertainty that resulted in his own Bankruptcy in mid 1858.7 
 
Interpreting the evidence in: Illustrations of Iron Structures (c 1856) 
 
 
Figure 03. Top left: ‘Iron Cottage with Handsome Cast Iron Front 
– Design No 14’ in C D Young. Illustrations of Iron Structures… 
Bottom left: view of Corio Villa in Geelong, before alterations. 
Right: Detail. Photographs: Graeme Robertson and Joan 
Robertson. Cast Iron Decoration, London: Thames & Hudson, 
1977, plates 345 & 350. 
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Young’s pamphlet, Illustrations of Iron Structures…, claiming on every illustration that 
what is depicted, was ‘Constructed by Charles D Young & Company’ does mention that 
some of the designs were by ‘Messrs Bell & Miller, Engineers and Architects’. This firm is 
recorded elsewhere as having designed buildings made by Robertson & Lister, but 
attributions of some of the ‘catalogue’ designs to them raises more questions than it 
provide answers.8  
 
A church with a cast iron front, very similar to two reported to have been seen temporarily 
erected in 1854 at Robertson & Lister’s yard in Glasgow (illustrated in the pamphlet as 
Design 17) – is not described as designed by Bell & Miller, even though other 
contemporary sources do so.9 (Figure 02) In the Glasgow Herald (May 5th 1854), the two 
churches, one for the ‘Rev. Dr. Cairns of Melbourne; the other for the Rev. Mr. Salmond, 
Sidney…’ are from ‘the designs of R.B. Bell & D. Miller, civil engineers and architects’.10 
Other illustrations, two of which can be associated with buildings still standing are 
credited to Bell & Miller as designers, but this appears to be the only documentation 
anywhere suggesting that Corio Villa and the iron front of the NSW Legislative Building 
were indeed designed by this firm.11 (Figures 03 & 04) In the case of the Corio Villa, what 
was assembled in Australia was assumed to differ from the published illustration, giving 
rise to charming explanations, suggesting that the discrepancy had arisen from the 
building being assembled from a random collection of castings sold at auction after lying 
unclaimed at the port of Geelong.12  
 
 
Figure 04. Left: NSW Legislative Assembly building. Centre: 
Perspective corrected and tree removed from photograph. Right: 
Design No 11 in C D Young. Illustrations of Iron Structures… ‘Iron 
Dwelling House and Store with Handsome Cast Iron Front.’ 
Photograph from Victoria State Library – PCV LTA 1480. 
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The pamphlet includes an illustrated section on barracks and military hospitals, at a time 
when large orders for accommodation were being placed by the War Office because of 
the war in the Crimea and the need to house troops there and at home. The text states: 
 
 C. D. YOUNG & Co. were favoured by Government with large contracts for 
such buildings, and can with confidence refer to their work at Colchester and 
Aldershott encampments, where they erected a large extent of Barracks, as 
also the Cooking-Houses, and Straw Stores, to the entire satisfaction of the 
Government Engineers.13 
 
This is clearly a massive exaggeration when examined against Parliamentary reports on 
expenditure related to the war. Of the 51 contractors that contributed huts and other 
buildings to the war effort, ‘Young & Co.’ are shown to have had a very minor slice of the 
work – less than half a percent of what was expended!14  
  
 
Figure 05. Left: ‘Iron Railway Station Roof – Design No 22’ in: C D 
Young. Illustrations of Iron Structures… Right: Manchester 
Smithfield Market, erected by James Haywood of Derby. Drawing 
from Civil Engineer and Architects’ Journal, vol. 17, 1854, 
description, p. 88, Plate 12. 
 
In addition to the discrepancies and exaggerations mentioned above, there is, in the 
pamphlet an illustration that gives a clue to plausible alternative interpretations of what 
Charles D Young might have been up to:  
 
‘Plate XV [Design 22] represents a Railway Station entirely constructed of 
Iron. Contracts to any extent are undertaken for such erections, glazing, & c. 
complete.’  
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The view shows an open railway shed with an ornamental glazed, gabled windscreen. 
Interestingly, a practically identical roof with exactly the same perspective vanishing point 
and nearly all details in common was published as the Manchester Smithfield Market, 
designed by F.R. Wheeldon, Engineer, and built by Mr. James Haywood of Derby.15 
(Figure 05) Charles D Young had nothing whatsoever to do with this Manchester 
building.16 The building itself, which was actually built, was more modest than the version 
advertised by Young. In the Manchester market, the ornamental glazed gables were 
constructed in timber with conventional detailing.17 Given this evidence, there is 
absolutely no possibility of explaining away the inclusion of this image in Young’s 
pamphlet by, for example, suggesting that Haywood of Derby had also been absorbed 
into Young’s supposedly large and dynamic iron building empire. Haywood were a major 
and longstanding firm of ironfounders in Derby, from time to time competing with Andrew 
Handyside & Co of the same city in the production of fine castings. They continued to 
prosper in business long after C D Young and Co. had entirely vanished.18  
 
 
Figure 06. Left: ‘Iron Warehouse & Dwelling’… E T. Bellhouse 
Engineers, published in Practical Mechanics Journal vol.5, 1852. 
Right: Illustrations from C D Young’s trade literature, bearing 
remarkable similarities to published examples of Bellhouse’s work. 
Top image from Illustrative and Descriptive Catalogue of 
machinery (1857), Bottom image from Illustrations of Iron 
Structures… (1856) 
 
As pointed out by Gilbert Herbert, Charles D Young also appeared to be passing off work 
very similar to that of E T Bellhouse of Manchester as their own.19 This is evident in the 
same pamphlet in Plates 1-6, where buildings almost identical to those by Bellhouse 
carry a title ‘Iron Buildings as erected by Charles D Young & Co.’20 (Figure 06) All these 
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are corrugated iron buildings with walls of corrugated sheeting running horizontally 
between stanchions. Bellhouse had patented a system in 1853 along these lines, having 
exhibited a building of similar construction at the Great Exhibition of 1851.21 The exhibit 
was admired by Prince Albert who ordered such a structure for erection at Balmoral, 
which still stands.22 (Figure 07) To get around the difficulties of attribution and incorporate 
Bellhouse into the narrative that places Charles D Young as an important player in the 
construction of British portable buildings in the 1850s, Lewis suggests that Young 
‘undoubtedly [had] some connection with the Bellhouse business’.23 Elsewhere he goes 
further by suggesting that ‘after 1854 the general run of Bellhouse buildings seems to 
have ceased, and it seems possible that his prefabrication business had been transferred 
to C D Young & Co.’24 This is clearly not the case, as Bellhouse buildings constructed to 
his 1853 patent continued to be illustrated as produced by his company as ‘Makers’ until 
at least 1860, when a carefully rendered plate was published in the Practical Mechanics 
Journal, at least a couple of years after Charles D Young had gone bankrupt.25 (Figure 
08) Bellhouse continued as a major engineering firm in Manchester making machinery, 
building structures etc. until the 1880s.26  
 
 
Figure 07. Top left: Iron Ballroom erected by E T Bellhouse at 
Balmoral for Prince Albert, who admired Bellhouse’s exhibit at the 
1851 Great Exhibition (bottom left). Illustrations from Illustrated 
London News, vol. 19, 1851, pp. 613 & 363 respectively. Centre: 
Photograph by author of Balmoral pilaster detail. Right: erection 
drawing for ballroom by ET Bellhouse Engineers. 
 
Young’s Illustrations of Iron Structures…(c. 1856), has been exhaustively pored over by 
scholars since Graeme Robertson, prompted by Malcolm Higgs in the UK, pointed out 
that the Corio Villa as erected in Geelong had a great deal in common with an Illustration 
in Young’s pamphlet.27 Assumptions made since, based on conjectures woven around 
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the evidence available, do not bear much scrutiny with respect to any involvement of 
Young in its design or production. The doubts raised above about Young’s supposed 
relationship with Robertson & Lister, E T Bellhouse and their apparently unacknowledged 
appropriation of the design of the Manchester Market in their pamphlet as a Railway 
Station, suggests that any such inferences are unsound.  
 
 
Figure 08. Left: Patent drawing from E T Bellhouse’s 1853 
specification (Patent 1853 – 609), showing the distinctive pilaster 
system designed to engage horizontal sheets of corrugated iron. 
Right: Drawing published in Practical Mechanics Journal, vol. 4, 
Second Series, 1860, clearly stating that Bellhouse were 
continuing to be ‘MAKERS’ of such structures. 
 
From a stylistic point of view, Corio Villa with its very fine castings in high relief and 
sensitive balance between ornamented and plain areas, contrasts rather jarringly with the 
crude plate iron front of the New South Wales Legislative Assembly. It would seem that in 
this example of a ‘plate’ iron front, a minimalist approach to ornament was taken, 
deploying crude and mechanically repetitive relief to the surface with the probable 
intention of masking imperfections in flatness that was bound to occur in casting. 
Comparing these examples with photographic images of the since demolished Iron 
Church, formerly in Macquarie Street, Sydney, would suggest that it might be reasonable 
to question if these three buildings were from the hands of the same designers. As 
suggested above, there is strong documentary evidence from several contemporary print 
sources attributing the Churches to Robertson & Lister as ironfounders, with the Glasgow 
Herald also citing Bell & Miller as designers.28 
 
Although Young’s pamphlet does attribute the illustration that resembles the Corio Villa 
(‘Design 14’) and ‘Design 11’ to Bell & Miller, is the attribution of the NSW Legislative 
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Assembly building to the same designers safe, given that it is an altogether cruder and 
less accomplished composition?  
 
Bell & Miller were a growing firm of engineers and architects in Glasgow whose 
partnership was formed in 1850 and they: 
 
…came into prominence in 1852 when John Carrick commissioned them to 
design the arched iron roof of the new market hall adjoining the City Hall in 
Candleriggs and Albion Street. Thereafter they were responsible for a number 
of very architectural bridges with Gothic detailed cast-iron arches: at Albert 
Bridge, Glasgow they were reported to have been assisted by an Edinburgh-
based architect named Adamson. They were also much employed on harbour 
works notably in Glasgow and Greenock.29   
 
It may be that Young included Bell & Miller’s name in his pamphlet, borrowing prestige 
from their recent and publicized reputation as knowledgeable designers of iron structures.  
 
 
Figure 09. Charles D Young. The Great Industrial Exhibition in 
Dublin, 1853. Left: Exterior view. Illustrated London News, vol. 21, 
1852, p. 344. Right: Interior. Vol. 22, 1853, p. 457.  
 
What might Charles D Young have been up to? 
A narrow view may suggest that Young was opportunistic in taking illustrations of 
buildings made by Robertson & Lister after they had ceased trading, to enhance the 
repertoire in his promotional publication, which would be entirely credible, given his track-
record as a contractor for large iron buildings. So, why not show some examples of the 
kind of things he wanted to suggest he could do? Besides, their bankruptcy in 1855, 
made it unlikely that Robertson & Lister would be in a position to enter into any disputes. 
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Another view could suggest that Young’s publication, assumed to have been a catalogue 
of products manufactured by his firm, was in fact an attempt at a wider form of marketing. 
Whether or not he published Illustrations of Iron Structures…(c. 1856) with the consent of 
those whose work he illustrated is unlikely ever to be known. A plausible and more 
generous explanation could be that Young was hoping to become some kind of 
middleman or broker making it possible for manufacturers capable of making iron 
buildings to find customers beyond their local milieu – a view made more plausible with 
the review of their later and little known 1857 ‘Catalogue’, below.  
 
 
Figure 10. Left: Drawings of the Museum of Science and Art in 
South Kensington built by C D Young as Contractors published in 
the Builder, whose editor George Godwin gave the structure the 
unflattering name of the ‘Brompton Boilers’. (Builder, vol. 14, 
1856,p. 263). Right: Interior view giving an idea of what the space 
would be like. Illustrated London News, vol. 28, 1856, p. 380. See 
also Figure 20 for further details of ‘Brompton Boilers’ 
 
Young may also have been hoping to act as ‘Contractor’ in coordinating the components 
and sub-systems required to complete the iron buildings whose parts were manufactured 
by several companies. Buildings incorporating elements to Bellhouse’s patent would not 
necessarily need to have been manufactured by Bellhouse in Manchester. It is possible 
that whoever made them could even be doing so under license and paying a royalty.30  
 
Young had previously been responsible for undertaking large and complex contracts for 
iron buildings.31 (Figures 09, 10 & 11) In these, it was not uncommon for the work to be 
shared by several subcontractors including ironfounders and other engineering firms. For 
the Dublin Great Industrial Exhibition completed in 1853, Richard Turner had acted as 
11 
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subcontractor, supplying Young with castings. Like many involved in making iron 
buildings, Young was part of a small community of such people who inevitably worked 
with and knew each other. For example, his proposal for the Manchester Art Treasures 
Exhibition building was chosen through a tender/competition, in which William Fairbairn 
and James Dredge were prominent decision-makers. Then there were many 
subcontracts including large amounts of brickwork to create ‘architectural’ façades 
designed by the Manchester architect Edward Salmons and it was also natural that for 
the Manchester exhibition, Bellhouse was engaged to provide corrugated iron buildings 
as temporary accommodation for workers.32   
 
 
Figure 11. Manchester Art Treasures of the United Kingdom, 
Exhibition Building, 1857. Another major iron and glass building 
contract awarded to C D Young and Co. The building had 
substantial masonry elevations designed for architectural effect. 
Left: Interior, Illustrated London News, vol. 30, 1857, p. 431. Right: 
Exterior view, Illustrated London News, vol. 30, 1857, p. 407. 
 
With the 1856 publication Young might have offered manufacturers the promise of 
financial advantages including ready payment on completion of a sub-contract. One of 
the major risks involved in making buildings for export were delays in payment with the 
possibility of default and the difficulty of pursuing creditors abroad. Young may have been 
attempting to develop methods for financing these ventures by overcoming these 
obstacles. Young’s office address in London at Great George Street, Westminster was 
probably carefully selected. It was either an accommodation address chosen to impress 
potential specifiers, clients and customers or may have been chosen because it was 
close to the premises of major engineering practices and the Institution of Civil Engineers 
as well as the Houses of Parliament where railway and other Bills connected with large 
civil engineering contracts were decided.33 Before Young embarked on contracts to build 
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iron and glass buildings, he had a earned a reputation as a major fencing contractor in 
the 1840s and 50s, when every railway in Britain was required to be fenced, which gave 
him an entrée into an important and potential lucrative milieu.34  
 
 
Figure 12. Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of Machinery, 
Implements, Tools … for Scientific and Practical Purposes in 
South America and other Countries, Manufactured by Messrs 
Charles D. Young and Company… (c 1857) Left: Title page. Right: 
Dedication to Señor Don Matias Causiño with a design for a pier 
for Valparaiso that was never built. 
 
The 1850s was a period when major overseas contracts for railways began to be taken 
up by British financiers, contractors, manufacturers and other entrepreneurs. The rules of 
the game were still fluid and the risks were great, as were the potential profits.35 Limited 
liability only began to be an option in the mid 1850s, making the risk of personal 
bankruptcy daunting.36 Young himself went under through financial difficulties related to 
contracts as did Fox Henderson, builders of the Crystal Palace in 1851. Sir Charles Fox’s 
firm, overstretched in a contract for a Danish railway, was liquidated in 1856.37 Fox 
subsequently became a successful consulting engineer, but his partner Henderson never 
recovered from the blow, and after he died, public subscriptions were raised to help his 
widow avoid destitution. 
 
Another Young catalogue: Illustrative and Descriptive Catalogue (c 1857) 
In about 1857, and certainly after the pamphlet mentioned above, C.D.Young published a 
more ambitious piece of trade literature: Illustrative and Descriptive Catalogue of 
machinery, Implements, Tools, Manufactured articles...Iron Architecture… targeted at the 
Chilean and South American markets.38 (Figure 12) This substantial publication offered to 
sell or negotiate exchanges through barter, an enormous range of products from British 
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manufacturers encompassing railway plant, buildings, bridges, agricultural machinery, 
green-houses, etc. The publication has a frontisepiece dedicated to a powerful Chilean 
magnate Señor Don Matias Causiño with a beautifully rendered illustration of the 
‘Valparaiso Iron Suspension Pier on Dredge’s Patent Principle’.39 There are 90 pages of 
text in English and Spanish with small woodblock illustrations followed by 50 lithographic 
plates. This substantial document was certainly produced with high hopes! (Figure 13) 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Illustrations from C D Young’s Illustrated and 
Descriptive Catalogue of Machinery, Implements, Tools … 1857, 
showing the variety of items included. The 90 pages of text 
embellished with woodcuts are followed by 50 lithographic plates. 
 
The range of manufactured products on offer is prodigiously expansive. In the area of 
buildings alone there are examples of a plate iron front similar to ‘Design 15’ in Young’s 
earlier pamphlet but drawn more seductively in perspective, occupying an urban 
setting.40 (Figure 14) There are several examples of more modest iron buildings of the 
Bellhouse type with horizontal corrugated sheets between stanchions (Plate XXVI) and 
others reminiscent of examples published elsewhere by other corrugated iron building 
manufacturers including one identical to a structure sent to San Francisco in 1849 by 
John Walker (Figure 4, Plate XXVII).41 (Figure 15) Other examples of iron architecture 
include a recognizable drawing of William Fairbairn’s Constantinople iron corn mill, 
Richard Turner’s Palm Stove at Kew Gardens, and an updated version of Paxton’s ridge 
and furrow roofing glazed in cast glass – marketed as suitable for a railway goods shed.42 
Most of these images have been traced to identical contemporary views published 
elsewhere.43 (Figure 16)  
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Figure 14. Left: Design No. 15. ‘Iron Dwelling House with Shop 
Below. With Handsome Cast Iron Front’ from: Young. Illustrations 
of Iron Structures…1856.  Right: The same, or very similar front 
illustrated in Young’s Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of 
Machinery, Implements, Tools … 1857.  
 
Throughout its pages, this ‘catalogue’ records, explains, promotes and illustrates a very 
full range of industrially produced tools, ironmongery, appliances, machinery and other 
goods – just about anything from Britain that could possibly be wanted in Chile other than 
war matériel. Anyone who wanted to build a railway, equip a distillery, construct piers, 
order steamers, erect iron bridges and lighthouses, pump out mines or who needed to 
employ steam engines, saw mills, brick making machines, oil and flour mills, agricultural 
machinery, ornamental ironwork, cooking vessels, pots and pans and even bedsteads, 
would be well served.  
 
On the prominent title page, the publication is described as: Catalogue of Machinery, 
Implements, Tools…for Scientific and Practical Purposes in South America and Other 
Countries. Manufactured by Messrs Charles D. Young and Company, Engineers, Iron 
Founders, Contractors &c. However the inside pages of the publication, which appear to 
have been compiled by Frederick William Etheredge, includes an introductory ‘Address’, 
signed by him, which tempers the blanket claim of universal authorship:44 
 
The great want experienced in this country by Landed Proprietors, Railway 
and other Companies, Merchants, Miners, Millers, Tradesmen & c,., in 
obtaining at an economic rate all the materials, machinery, implements, & c., 
they require, has induced the subscriber, in his recent visit to England, to 
connect himself with several first rate houses, through whom he is enabled to 
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supply the various articles specified in this book to purchasers, either in 
wholesale quantities, or to meet their casual wants.45    
 
This rare publication represents a key moment in world trade. It is was nothing less than 
an attempt to wrap up the contents of the Great Exhibition between paper covers and 
make them available to the whole world for the benefit of Britain’s manufacturers, 
contractors and other entrepreneurs. 
 
 
Figure 15. Left: Iron Store-House sent to San Francisco by John 
Walker in 1849. Illustrated London News, vol. 15, 1849, p. 20. 
Right: Plate from Young’s Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue of 
Machinery, Implements, Tools … 1857, showing several similar 
buildings, including one with almost identical form and 
arrangement. 
 
Moving forward less definitively but more solidly? 
Careful examination of the construction details of the cast iron façades that remain in 
Geelong and Sydney could help establish further useful facts about these and other cast 
iron structures sent to Australia. From descriptions and a sketch published by Gilbert 
Herbert, it is possible to be reasonably sure in suggesting that the Corio Villa, at least, 
was built with a construction system similar to that patented by Alexander Chaplin in 
1854.46 (Figure 17) Descriptions of several other ‘Plate Iron buildings’ would suggest that 
they too belong to a family related to Chaplin’s patent: 
 
…the metal is cast in rectangular blocks with back flanges for bolting together 
into a solid mass, and with strengthening ribs, each separate detail being 
made in the shape of ashlar, hewn stone, or brick. By this system an entire 
house of large size may be erected, with very few, perhaps four or five, 
16 
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varieties of size and shapes, of cast iron pieces or fectitious stones.47 
 
In the case of surviving buildings in Australia, such as Corio Villa and the NSW 
Legislative Assembly building, the ‘blocks’ would have been flush jointed as clearly 
illustrated in one of Chaplin’s detail options. (Figure 17)  
 
 
Figure 16. Images from Young’s Illustrated and Descriptive 
Catalogue of Machinery, Implements, Tools… 1857. Top left: 
Fairbairn’s iron corn mill for Constantinople reproduced in Plate 
XVII. Bottom left: Paxton’s patent ridge and furrow roofing shown 
as ideal for a goods shed on p. 12. Centre: Plate XXXII, Two of 
Richard Turner’s Greenhouses copied exactly from illustrations in 
Charles M’Intosh, The Book of the Garden, vol. 1, Edin., 1853, 
Plates 20 & 14, Right. 
 
The earliest known cast iron façade, before both Fairbairn’s Corn Mill (1840) and those 
erected by Bogardus (1850) in New York, is the upper storey of the Perth Waterworks 
building, designed in 1830 by Adam Anderson, Rector of the Perth Academy. That 
structure, as well as Richard Trevithick’s 1832 proposal for the Reform Monument and 
Alexander Gordon’s 1840s iron lighthouses all share the same concept of construction – 
that of cast iron plates with internal flanges for bolting together. (Figure 18) Chaplin may 
or may not have been involved with the unique buildings sent to Australia, but these, the 
only survivors of a distinctly British approach using flanged plates, contrast with the more 
common trabeated system patented by Bogardus and used as the predominant 
constructional idea in the majority of later American iron fronts.  
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Figure 17. Alexander Chaplin. ‘Improvements in the Application of 
Cast Iron to Building Purposes’: British Patent, 875 – 1854. Left: 
Details of method of joining cast iron plates by bolting through 
flanges on concealed face of walls. In this detail, the walls are 
shown flush jointed and not imitating coursed ashlar as in the 
image to the left from: Practical Mechanics’ Journal,1854, p. 68. 
Similar approaches to construction appear to have been followed 
in the ‘Plate Iron’ fronts erected in Australia. 
 
Attempts to identify the provenance of remaining iron buildings in Australia, based on 
particular details can only be partially definitive as the distinctive elements may have 
been made under license, used as component parts in some larger overall contract or 
simply copied. The possibility of confusion is particularly marked when it comes to walling 
systems incorporating cast or wrought iron standards with corrugated iron or other 
materials in-filling between them. What can be gleaned from contemporary British 
publications is often ambiguous and open to wide interpretation. (Figure 19) Several 
patents covering these ideas were enrolled in Britain but apart from Bellhouse’s 
specification of 1853, very little critical evaluation and informed analysis of these has 
taken place. In the circumstances, it would probably be rash to suggest the possibility that 
‘Connoisseurship’ could make up for the deficit in hard knowledge.48 Gaining a 
systematic understanding of available relevant technical information should help 
complement the vast fund of anecdotal material already assembled in the ‘hunting and 
gathering’ phase necessary for sketching out a broad picture.  
 
Scholarship associated with 19th century portable or prefabricated buildings falls under 
the shadow of the 20th Century’s quest for nineteenth century precedents for modular 
construction, factory assembly and delivery to site of buildings, with nothing more than 
bolting together to complete them. Perhaps what the nineteenth century brought was far 
more interesting and complex. Driven by pragmatic inventiveness, rather than ideology, 
18 
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the great legacy of nineteenth century inventors, entrepreneurs, contractors and other 
participants in rapidly changing building industries, was to develop open systems capable 
of combining with various forms of construction and materials like corrugated iron which 
could be used with precision as well as in less demanding ways. For example, corrugated 
iron walls broken up by standards were largely an 1850s quirk, generally replaced by less 
‘modular’ sheathing, producing very practical ‘anonymous’ structures of great simplicity. 
 
 
Figure 18. Plate iron precedents. Left: Perth Waterworks,1830: 
www.rampantscotland.com, Drawing: Dundee Central Library. 
Centre: Richard Trevithick’s 1832, 1000 ft ‘Monument in honour of 
Reform’, Practical Magazine, vol. 7, 1877.  Composed of 10 ft high 
cast iron panels bolted together. Right: Alexander Gordon’s cast 
iron lighthouses with flanged and bolted cast iron panels. Here, 
Gibb’s Hill Bermuda, Civil Engineer and Architect’s Journal, vol. 
15, 1851, Pl. 28. 
 
What could be interpreted in retrospect as backward steps, may in fact have been 
advances. Were the cast iron fronts more advanced than the humble corrugated iron 
sheds? 
 
At the mid century, when the great influx of exotic buildings and materials came to 
Australia in response to the Gold Rush, radically new methods of building were being 
developed in Britain and elsewhere. The dissemination of these innovations into the 
domestic and worldwide markets must be understood as part of an initial phase of the 
process of globalization that was growing with the rapidly changing patterns of trade, 
systems of communication, finance, international contracting and marketing. Charles D 
Young’s two publications reviewed in this paper are examples of early responses to these 
exciting new circumstances.   
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Figure 19. C D Young ‘Brompton Boilers’. Detail of the external 
wall cladding. Here, corrugated iron sheets with vertically 
arranged flutes provide a skin to the building between the cast iron 
structural supports. This system was not patented. It could have 
been Young’s own, that of a supplier or a system developed by a 
subcontractor. Without detailed records of the contract, 
attributions will remain speculative. Drawings left: Engineer, vol.1, 
1856, p. 244. Image right: G. Roisecco, l’architettura del ferro – 
l’inghilterra (1688-1914), 1972, p. 406.  
 
 
Endnotes 
 
1 Miles Lewis. 'Henry Cowan, From Wattle & Daub to Concrete & Steel', (Book Review), 
Fabrications, vol. 11, 2000, p. 100-101 
2 Gilbert Herbert. Pioneers of Prefabrication, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978. 
3 Miles Lewis. Portable Building, 6/2001. It appears that this publication was continuously updated 
and that the one consulted was the sixth edition. This paper’s author downloaded the report on 
2:10:2007. The report has been removed from the web at some time since that date.  Lewis goes 
on to say:  
These are not criticisms of Herbert's important and pioneering work, but they are 
statements of fact, and their validity has been reinforced by the examples and the 
information that have come to light in succeeding years.  
Herbert may have reviewed only ‘a small proportion of surviving examples’, but in general terms, 
his selection and the conclusions he drew from what he had access to was impressive. What has 
been added has been a quantitative catalogue aspiring to completeness. This compilation is 
bound to throw up some examples overlooked by Herbert, but on the whole his work is robust. 
One of Herbert’s major omissions in the area of ‘plate fronts’ is the façade of the NSW Legislative 
assembly. In terms of judgment, Herbert’s acceptance of Young’s pamphlet as a catalogue of 
actual works by the firm is understandable and less speculative than Lewis’ explanation that 
requires acceptance of the fiction that Young acquired firms willy-nilly. Lewis also chooses to 
ignore the fact that Charles D Young became bankrupt in 1858, despite clear easily checked 
references being given by Herbert. 
4 Charles D Young. Illustrations of Iron Structures for Home and Abroad, c.1856, Edinburgh 
5 It is unfortunate that the opposing views are not presented or at least accurately cited and openly 
refuted by clear argument based upon solid evidence.  
6 Miles Lewis. Portable Buildings, 2001/6, 25.1 (Robertson & Lister) 
7 Robertson & Lister bankruptcy and disposal of assets – sequence of events from the Scottish 
press: 
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. 
• ‘Edinburgh Gazette’ Caledonian Mercury, March 1, 1855 – ‘Sequestrations’ – Robertson 
& Lister - Creditors meet at Globe Hotel, George St. Glasgow
• ‘Scottish Bankrupts’, Glasgow Herald, March 19, 1855 – Robertson & Lister - date set for 
examination in Sherriff Clerk’s Office and further meeting of creditors.  
• ‘The Sale of Machinery, Iron, Smithy tools & c. (Belonging to the Sequestered Estate of 
Robertson & Lister)’, Caledonian Mercury (Advertisement) March 30, 1855. 
• ‘Sale Continued This Day (Friday), at No. 346 Parliamentary Road’, Glasgow Herald, 
March 30, 1855. This advertisement has a fairly large list of items for sale. It includes Iron 
Houses, various machines and other plant as well as stock materials and office furniture. 
The auctioneers Hutchison & Dixon were acting for the Trustee, Mr. Walter Mackenzie. 
This was the second sale, disposing of items not sold at the first.  
• ‘Notice of Cessio Bonorum’ Caledonian Mercury, April 5, 1855. Alexander Lister 
‘(presently prisoner in the prison of Glasgow)’ was to be examined in the Sherriff’s Office.    
• ‘Advertisement’, Glasgow Herald, June 8, 1855.  
Iron House Building Yard, Parliamentary Road, Glasgow. Robertson & Co., late 
Robertson & Lister, Constructors of Iron Stores, and Iron Roofing of all descriptions, for 
home and export. Gas Apparatus and general Smith work done on Moderate terms.  
• ‘Scots Bankrupts’ Glasgow Herald, October 13, 1855. ‘States of the affairs of Robertson & 
Lister, smiths, engineers, and millwrights in Glasgow, lie with Walter Mackenzie, 
accountant...’ 
• ‘Advertisement’. Glasgow Herald, December 11, 1855. ‘Large Iron House… by Auction…’ 
• ‘Scots Bankrupts – Examinations, etc.’ Caledonian Mercury, Jan, 12 1856, ‘Creditors of 
Robertson & Lister, smiths…will receive a second dividend…’ 
Charles D Young’s Bankruptcy will be discussed below. 
8 Bell & Miller wrote a note in the Glasgow Herald (16:11:1853) clarifying the involvement of 
several contractors in a large engineering contract under their superintendence. They point out 
that in the construction of ‘Gigantic Ship-Building Houses’; All the ironwork, of which the roofs are 
nearly entirely formed, and which require much skill to erect, has been executed by Messrs. 
Robertson & Lister…’  
Bell & Miller’s association with Robertson & Lister is mentioned in relation to the two churches 
destined for Australia, erected prior to export at their yard. See:  
‘Iron Churches for Australia’ Glasgow Herald, 26 May, 1854.  
In Young’s 1856 pamphlet, the descriptions are printed separately from the plates and there 
appears to be confusions in numbering that suggest that what was written was not checked  
carefully against the images: For example, in the text referring to Plate XI, fig 19 is described as: 
‘Two Churches, of considerable dimensions, with galleries, & c., complete, were constructed here, 
from the design in the Plate, and sent to Australia.’ (Description of Plate XI p 4) In the plates, fig. 
19 (actually inscribed ‘Design no 19’) the building shown is described as: ‘Iron Arcade, Bazaar, or 
Market Place, with Cast Iron Front. (This error was noted by Gilbert Herbert, note 15, p 200).  
Referring to the buildings with cast iron fronts, the pamphlet states: ‘The following Plates, VII. To 
X., figures 10 to 16, inclusive, are illustrative of Buildings of a widely different description from the 
foregoing, [corrugated iron structures] and are from the designs of Messrs Bell & Miller, Engineers 
and Architects. Instead of being formed of plain iron sheets …the outer walls of the buildings 
shown … are of cast iron.’ (Young pamphlet p. 3) 
9 ‘Iron Churches for Australia’ Glasgow Herald, 26 May, 1854.  
‘Iron Churches for Australia’ Civil Engineer and Architects’ Journal, vol. 17, 1854, p. 278.   
‘Iron House Building’ Year Book of Facts 1854 (1855) pp. 56-57 
‘Iron Churches’, The Christian Miscellany and Family Visiter for the Year 1855 (Second Series-Vol. 
1), London: John Mason, 1855. 
Lewis (2001/6) states that the Builder, (XII, 592 (10 June 1854), carries a reference to these 
churches. This reference appears to be incorrect. 
10 ‘Iron Churches for Australia.’ Glasgow Herald, May 26, 1854.  
11 Young (1856): 
 Plate 7, Design 11, ‘Dwelling House and Store with Handsome Cast Iron Front’ matches the 
façade of the NSW Legislative Assembly building in Sydney.  
Plate 9, Design 14, ‘Country Villa in a neat style of Architecture’ matches Corio Villa’.  
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12 Looking at the illustration and a photograph of the building ‘before the portico and late Victorian 
wing had been added’, it would seem that what was in the Young illustration was a fairly good 
match with what was originally erected in Geelong. See:  
E. Graeme Robertson and Joan Robertson. Cast Iron Decoration – A World Survey, London: 
Thames & Hudson, 1977, Figs 344 & 345 and pp. 60-63.  
Narratives about strange buildings only partially supported by contemporary documentation are 
often embellished and therefore very unreliable as evidence. For example, nearly every 
‘prefabricated’ building in South America or Africa that could possibly be French in origin, is 
attributed to Gustav Eiffel. See for example: 
• http://www.travelpod.com/travel-photo/ezandtreggas/1/1281657357/casa-de-ferro---
gustav-eiffel-s-iron-house.jpg/tpod.html 
• http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casa_de_Fierro 
13 John William Ramsden (War Office) ‘Army Huts’, House of Commons – Parliamentary Papers, 
1857, (II) vol. XXVII, pp. 156-163. (Figures are shown in the form of tabulated returns) 
14 From the tabulated ‘RETURN, showing the Names of Contractors, the Amount of each Contract, 
&c.’ Young & Co.’s contract amounted to £3,965 for the supply of about 30 huts measuring 47 X 
21 feet.  
The total spent by the War Office on hutting in England & Ireland up to April 1st, 1857 was 
£848,263.   
Familiar names of builders of iron buildings are present, but those supplying timber huts far 
outnumber these in terms numbers of units supplied and sums expended. 
15  ‘Iron Roof for Smithfield Market, Manchester.’ Civil Engineer and Architect’s Journal, vol. 17, p. 
88 and Plates 12 and 13.  
16  ‘Covered Market for Manchester’, Builder, vol. XI - Sept 10, 1853, p. 578.  
A covered market, including an area of 21/2 acres, is to be formed in the place of the 
present defective arrangements. Mr. Haywood, ironfounder, of Derby, has contracted to 
construct a roof… The whole of this space is to be covered with the ridge and furrow roof, 
in four divisions, similar in construction to those now adopted for railway stations… there 
will be four elliptical spans, two central, of 72 feet each, and two side arches of 50 feet 
each, springing from square ornamental pillars. Above the pillars will be ornamental wood 
framing, pierced and filled in with ground glass, and finished over each gable with 
ornamental antefixes… A large number of competing designs, by parties of well-known 
skill, were sent in, including designs from London, Dublin, Birmingham, Glasgow and 
Derby. The plans were submitted to Mr. William Fairbairn, who awarded the first place to 
that of Mr. Wheeldon, of Derby, manager for Mr. Haywood, of the Phoenix and Derwent 
foundries. 
17 Civil Engineer and Architect’s Journal, vol. 17, p. 88 and Plates 12 and 13.  
18 In the area of building contracts, which formed a small part of their production, Hatywood won 
the contract to produce the castings for R M Ordish’s Esplanade Building in Bombay (1869), one 
of the most innovative iron structures of its time and in 1872, the foundry was commissioned Owen 
Jones to design a shop-front for their own premises in Derby. Se for example: 
• ‘Watson’s Building, Bombay’. The Architect, v. 2, 1869, p. 286 and p. 298. 
• Clarke, Jonathan. ‘Like a huge birdcage exhaled from the earth: Watson's Esplanade 
Hotel, Mumbai (1867-71), and its place in structural history.’ Construction History, vol. 18, 
2002, p. 37-77. 
R M Ordish worked with Owen Jones as designers with Haywoods as contractors on the Market 
Hall at Derby. In this project, the structure comprised of free spanning arches was largely made of 
wrought iron. See:  
• Illustrated London News, v. 48, 1866, p. 537 
• Engineering, v. 9, 1870, p. 63. 
Owen Jones’ design for an ornamental shopfront for James Haywood in Derby was published: 
• ‘Cast-iron Shop-front in Irongate, Derby.’ The Architect, vol. 7, 1872, p. 256. 
19 ‘Was Young copying these buildings with Bellhouse’s consent, or is this an early example of 
industrial plagiarism?’ 
Quote from: Herbert (1978) p. 52.  
20 Young (1856):  Illustrations carrying the title 1 – 6  
21 ‘Bellhouse’s Iron House for Emigrants’ was exhibited at the Great exhibition. It is illustrated in: 
Illustrated London News, vol. 19, 1851, p. 363.  
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Exhibits at the Great Exhibition were covered by a blanket ‘Patent protection’. Exhibitors could 
enroll specifications within certain time limits to gain retrospective protection. These measures 
were put in place to encourage the display of inventions and innovations.  
E T Belhouse’s Patent: 
1853 – 609: Improvement in Iron Structures.  
My said Invention relates to a particular form of column, pilaster, or vertical support used 
in the building or construction of corrugated iron buildings; the sides of these pilasters or 
columns consists of longitudinal ribs, curved or undulated, to suit the ends of corrugated 
sheets forming the sides and ends of the erection; the plates being attached to the 
columns by bolting or rivetting them to these ribs. The ribs are cast on to the columns at 
various angles to each - other, or diametrically opposite, according to the shape of the 
building to be constructed; the column, or pilaster, may also serve as a downspout, to 
convey water from the gutter. The inner edge of the gutter, and the rafters and cross 
pieces, may be similarly fitted with ribs, to which the plates forming the building are bolted 
or rivetted. 
22 An image of the Bellhouse ‘Iron Ball-room constructed for Balmoral’ was published in:  
Illustrated London News, vol. 19, p. 613.  
The author of this paper visited Balmoral in 1977 and photographed the building. He can confirm 
that the detail of the columns or pilasters conforms to the description included in Bellhouse’s 1853 
Patent specification.   
23 Lewis (2001/6) – 25.17 
24 Lewis (2001/6) – 19.10 
25 Practical Mechanics Journal, vol. 4 NS, 1860, plate 253. The drawing shows a building to 
Bellhouse’s 1853 (609) patent system almost exactly as enrolled except for simplifications to the 
end elevation. The Plate is captioned:  
‘Iron Dwelling House. E T Bellhouse & Co. Manchester Makers.’  
C D Young’s bankruptcy:  
This was documented by Gilbert Herbert who gained considerable information about the history of 
Charles D Young’s rise to prominence from humble origins to a large manufacturer and contractor 
from records of his cross examination during the hearings related to his bankruptcy reported in: 
‘Extensive Bankruptcy’ the Scotsman (30 June, 1858) and ‘a long Editorial on the subject after the 
official hearing (28 July 1858). [Herbert (1978) note 37, p. 207] 
Further reports on the proceedings at the bankruptcy hearing can be found in:  
‘Bankruptcy Proceedings (Before Sherriff Hallard) in the Sequestration of C. D. Young and Co…’, 
Caledonian Mercury, July 27, 1858.  
Advertisement – Glasgow Herald, September 6, 1858:  
‘Preliminary announcement in the Sequestration of Charles D. Young & Co., Engineers, 
Ironfounders, Contractors, Wire Fence Manufacturers, & c., In Edinburgh and at 19 Great 
George Street , Westminster, London.’   
See also: ‘Digest of Decisions’, Journal of Jurisprudence, vol. IV, 1860, (Edinburgh: T & T Clark), 
p. 589 . ‘Court of Session First Division. C D Young Trustee v Johnston…’ ‘The defender, William 
Johnston, contracted in April 1858 with the bankrupt C D Young & Co. … ‘ 
26 An excellent biography of E T Bellhouse, written by one of his descendants can be found at: 
http://www.stats.uwo.ca/faculty/bellhouse/chapter4.pdf 
 See also: Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, vol. for 1882, pp. 1-2.  
27 Joan Robertson, ‘compiling’ from her father’s (Graeme Robertson) states:  
‘… the provenance of the house remained unknown until 1969, when I met Mr Malcolm 
Higgs in Edinburgh. At the time he was writing a thesis on prefabrication…He was 
interested to know whether a plate in Illustrated Iron Structures for Home and Abroad, 
manufactured by Charles D Young & Co. … corresponded with the Corio Villa which he 
had seen reproduced in Victorian Heritage… knowing Corio Villa, it was possible to 
confirm Mr Higgs’ suspicion.  
 E Graeme Robertson (compiled by Joan Robertson) Decorative Cast Iron in Australia, South 
Yarra: Gordon & Gotch, 1984, pp. 23-24.  
Graeme Robertson had until then relied on accounts of the building from a thesis by Mr. G E 
Drinnan ‘a Geelong architect, wrote a thesis on the villa…in 1949. (op. cit. p. 23) 
See also:  
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R B White. Prefabrication – A history of its development in Great Britain, London: HMSO 1965, pp. 
14-15.  
White mentions the importance of Robertson’s work not only in relation to Corio Villa but also for 
descriptions of the building activities in Melbourne during the Gold Rush.  
Lewis (2001/6) note 28 p. 25.7 , suggests that Sutherland Lyall communicated to both Robertson 
and Gilbert Herbert about the possible relationship of Corio Villa with the illustration in the 
pamphlet in 1971.  
28 There is also evidence that the iron front illustrated in Young’s pamphlet: ‘Design 15 Iron 
Dwelling House with Shop below – With handsome Iron Front’, described as having been erected 
in 1851 for ‘Messrs Miller & Dismor, of Melbourne, and erected in Collins Street There’, matches a 
building put up before export at Robertson & Lister’s yard as described in ‘Iron Buildings for the 
Colonies’, Civil Engineer and Architect’s Journal, vol. 16, 1853, p. 339:  
Messrs. Robertson & Lester’s Iron-yard, Holmhead-street, Glasgow, may be regarded as 
a little colony itself. It exhibits iron buildings in all different stages of progress and all the 
different scales of dimensions… 
This erection is an extensive warehouse of three stories in height…the façade presented 
to the street is its prominent feature, being composed of cast semi-columns, standing on 
square pilaster pedestels, and sustaining superb projecting cornices… 
front has a superficial resemblance to the façade illustrated as Design 11 - similar the N S Wales 
Legislative Assembly, but the composition is far more balanced and modeled. This similarity is 
noted by Lewis (2001/6) who cites McPhun's Australian News, 7 (July 1853), p 6, as carrying a 
similar description of the same front in its columns. It was not unusual for journals, newspapers 
and annual compilations of the time to repeat each other’s articles verbatim.  
Illustrations using the graphic techniques common in mid nineteenth century publications to 
represent conventional orthogonal views have a tendency to homogenize appearances. When the 
same elevation was rendered in a three dimensional view in Young (1857) described below, it is 
clear that this elevation is highly modeled and different in ambition and spirit to what we can see in 
the plate iron front of the NSW Legislative Assembly building. 
29 Bell & Miller - Dictionary of Scottish Architects - DSA Architect Biography Report (Web resource 
consulted March 20, 2011, 3:01 am) 
30 There is the further possibility of outright patent infringement – easy to get away with – once 
what had been made had been exported! 
31 Young’s other contracts and publications: 
In addition to several publications listed below, C D Young acted as contractors for several 
important projects for iron buildings in the 1850s in Britain and Ireland, notably: 
• Charles D Young. A short Treatise on the system of wire fencing, gates, etc..., Edinburgh, 
1850.  
The company appears to have grown rapidly as manufacturers of iron fencing and general 
suppliers of agricultural 
equipment. The company exhibited and won a medal for ‘self-acting’ gates at the Great Exhibition. 
See: 
• C. D. Young, & Co. Short Description of the Simultaneous Acting Gates for Railway Level 
Crossings, which were awarded the Great Exhibition Prize Medal, Invented and 
Manufactured by Charles D. Young and Company, Ironfounders, Engineers, Contractors, 
Etc. Edinburgh: Printed by W. Burness, 1853. 
• Dublin Great Industrial Exhibition Building (1853) 
• South Kensington Museum of Science and Art (Brompton Boilers -1856.)  
• Young, C.D. Illustrations of Iron Structures for Home and Abroad, London: for C. D. 
Young, c.1856. 
• The Art Treasures Exhibition Building in Manchester (1857).  
• Young, C. D. Illustrative and Descriptive Catalogue of machinery, Implements, Tools, 
Manufactured articles, Raw Materials & Co., employed in Railways, Mines, Marine 
Department, Iron Architecture, Bridges, Piers ... for Scientific and practical purposes in 
South American and other countries ... Messrs CD. Young and Company London and 
Edinburgh. London: c.1857 
• They were registered as Bankrupts in 1858. 
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32 Edward Salmons was also engaged to provide architectural advice to E T Bellhouse in the 
design of the iron Customs House built by the Manchester firm for the port of Paita in Peru.  
33 The Institution of Civil Engineers moved to Great George Street soon after the death of its first 
President, Thomas Telford in 1834. The building it currently occupies was completed in 1913.  
34 Charles D Young. A short Treatise on the system of wire fencing, gates, etc..., Edinburgh, 1850. 
C. D. Young, & Co. Short Description of the Simultaneous Acting Gates for Railway Level 
Crossings, which were awarded the Great Exhibition Prize Medal, Invented and Manufactured by 
Charles D. Young and Company, Ironfounders, Engineers, Contractors, Etc. Edinburgh: Printed by 
W. Burness, 1853. 
35 From the mid nineteenth century, large engineering projects financed by British capital were 
promoted throughout the world. These involved the construction of railways, mining and 
infrastructure projects and countless other opportunities to sell expertise and hardware abroad in 
colonies and countries eager to participate in the world economy. The trade literature discussed in 
this paper was produced in the early stages of this growth of global business, with buildings being 
only a minor part of this trade. 
In the earlier phases, represented by the Gold Rushes of California and Victoria, the networks 
were weak, but systems of business enterprise developed to make it possible to market and sell 
goods and expertise securely in far off markets. The processes and methods used are 
summarized in:  
Ewing Matheson. Aid book to Engineering Enterprise Abroad, Londo: E and F N Spon, 1878.  
This publication went through several editions. 
36 Reekie, W. Duncan (1996). ‘Limited Liability’ in: Adam Kuper and Jessica Kuper. ed. The Social 
Science Encyclopedia. Routledge. p. 477.  
The development of limited liability facilitated the move to large-scale industrial enterprise, 
by removing the threat that an individual's total wealth would be confiscated if invested in 
an unsuccessful company  
37 Sir Charles Fox – Obituaries in:  
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography ongoing updated web resource. Proceedings of the 
Institution of Civil Engineers, vol. 39, 1874, pp. 264-266. The Engineer, vol. 37, 1874, p. 404.  
Engineering, vol. 18, 1874, p. 53.   
38 Illustrative and Descriptive Catalogue of machinery, Implements, Tools, Manufactured articles, 
Raw Materials & Co., employed in Railways, Mines, Marine Department, Iron Architecture, 
Bridges, Piers, Breakwaters; Flour, Oil, and Saw Mills; Distilleries, Gas Works, Brick and Tile 
Works; Agriculture, Horticulture, and Miscellaneous Manufactures, & c. &c. for Scientific and 
practical purposes in South American and other countries. Manufactured by  Messrs CD. Young 
and Company London and Edinburgh. London: c.1857. 
39 Advice from historians in Chile suggest that such a pier was never erected and that any contract 
or negotiation for the implementation of the project never progressed very far. 
40 Young (1857) Plate XXV, fig. 1. 
In this case, the side walls are shown with corrugated iron arranged vertically rather than 
horizontally between stanchions as seemed to have been the practice, at least in similar buildings 
erected in Australia. A photograph of the iron church in Macquarie St Sydney with a cast iron front 
almost certainly by Robertson & Lister shows horizontal corrugated iron sheets between 
stanchions. See: Herbert (1978) p. 105. Some of the illustrations in Young’s pamphlet, show such 
details. See:  
Young (1978) ‘Design n. 19. Iron Arcade, Bazaar, or Market Place with Cast Iron Front.’   
41 Clearly redrawn from an image in the Illustrated London News: 
‘Iron Store-House sent to San Francisco,’ Illustrated London News, July 14, 1849, p. 20.  
42 Images in Young (1857) – None of the images of buildings carry any attribution to a patentee or 
author. The same is true for most of the other products included in the ‘catalogue’. In one instance 
– A circular saw bench illustrated on p. 39, the engraver has added ‘C D Young’ as part of the 
casting for the saw’s frame.   
Richard Turner’s work: 
• A perspective view of Richard Turner’s Palm Stove at Kew (Plate XXXII) is identical in all 
but entourage detail to the same view in:  
Charles M’Intosh. Book of the Garden, Edinburgh,1853, PLATE 14. In the same Plate 
XXXII, Young shows a view, again identical in all respects apart from details of entourage 
with PLATE 20 in M’Intosh’s work ‘Conservatory and Fruit Houses, at Killikee.’  
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William Fairbairn’s work: 
• Two sections of William Fairbairn’s Constantinople Corn Mill (Plate XVII) in a carefully 
drawn engraving. These drawings are identical in every respect to those published some 
years later by Fairbairn in a cruder form as wood-block illustrations in:  
William Fairbairn. Treatise on Mills and Mill Work, Part II – On Machinery of Transmission 
and the Construction and Arrangement of Mills, London: Longman, Green… 1863, fig. 
252, p. 119 and fig. 254, p. 121.   
Joseph Paxton’s work:  
• An original published elsewhere has not been traced for the illustration. The image is on p. 
12 of the ‘Catalogue’ and shows an interior view of a ‘Goods Shed’ with a Paxton ridge & 
furrow roof supporting cast glass glazing. What is drawn is clearly fanciful as the gutters 
have inordinately long runs parallel to the long sides of a building.  
43 Many of the items illustrated elsewhere are also clearly copied from illustrations previously 
published by their manufacturers. A good example, under ‘Horticulture’ are ‘flower trainers, guards 
and stands’ reproduced from John Porter’s handbill illustrating wirework gazebos and umbrellas, 
originally published in the early 1840s. Shown in: 
Young (1857) – pp. 75-76. 
The John Porter 1840s handbill is reproduced in:  
Marian Campbell. Decorative Ironwork. London: V & A publications, 1997, p. 103.  
Drawings of the same items are reproduced on pages 75-76 of the Young S American catalogue.  
44 Frederick William Etheredge was a British inventor, engineer and entrepreneur.  
In 1842, granted a British Patent for ‘certain improvements in the manufacture of bricks, tiles, and 
other similar plastic substances.’ See: ‘English Patents’, The Record of Patent Inventions…vol. 1, 
1842, p. 349 
In 1844, granted Scottish Patent for ‘certain improvements in the manufacture of bricks, tiles …’ 
see: ‘Register of Patents’, Mechanics Magazine, vol. 40, 1844, p.448 
In 1844, he is recorded as one of the promoters of the ’Metropolitan Railways Junction Company’ 
See: Hyde Clarke. The Railway Register and Record of Public Enterprise for Railways, Mines, 
Patents, and Inventions. London: Railway Register, vol. IV, p.59-60 
In 1847, published: ‘On the cheapest and best method of establishing a Tile-Yard, (Prize Essay)’, 
Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, vol. 6, pt II, 1847, pp. 463-476.  
Etheredge’s move to S America must have been sometime after.  
In 1868, Etheredge was back in Europe, taking out a patent in France for Artificial stone: ‘Pour des 
perfectionnements apportés dans la fabrication des Pierres artificielles pour bátisses et autres 
buts.’  
See: Bulletin des Lois de L’Empire Français XI Serie, vol. XXXI  1868, p. 467.  
Etheredge’s time in Chile probably covered the period when the country began to participate in 
world trade in earnest with Valparaiso becoming a major port on the way to California during the 
Gold Rush following 1849. He would have been a pioneer as an entrepreneur linking British 
capital, manufacturing and technical expertise with opportunities to tap into the mineral and 
agricultural wealth of West Coast South America.  
45 Young (1857) ‘Address’ p. v.  
46Alexander Chaplin, British Patent: 1854 – 875   
Documentation on this patent, including drawings is available, like all other British patents from the 
UK Patent Office. A report on the patent was published in the Practical Mechanics Journal, a 
periodical edited by Robert Mallet who published several plates of Bellhouse’s work over the 
years. See: Practical Mechanics Journal for 1854, p. 68.  
The assumed detail is published in Herbert (1978) 1978, p. 167. 
 Lewis has posted photographs of the construction system in his Lecture: 
Miles Lewis. 702675 Australian Building Analysis – prefabrication in Australia, n.d., image 107 
The caption reads: ‘Corio Villa, rear room & detail of wall construction’ 
47 Chaplin patent, 1854 – 875. – Specification. 
48 Before 1855, several patents were enrolled for ‘portable’ buildings were proposed contemplating 
external non-loadbearing cladding arranged between vertical structural supports or pilasters, 
visible externally. In addition to other materials, corrugated iron was envisaged for these structures 
– Relevant patents include:  
1846 – 11,257. George, J: ‘Improvements in the Construction of Houses, Buildings and other 
Erections’ 
26
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1852 – 647. Porter, J H: ‘Improvements in the Construction of Portable Buildings and other 
Structures’ 
1852 – 784. Walker, Robert: ‘Improvements in the Construction of Portable Houses and other 
Erections’ 
1853 – 609. Bellhouse, E T: ‘Improvement in Iron Structures’ 
1853 – 1159. Burt, H P: ‘Improvements in Portable Houses’ 
1855 – 316. Cottam, G H & H R: ‘Sheet Metal Buildings’ 
In addition to patented versions, several manufacturers used their own or ideas or systems 
developed by others, not protected by any patent. Examples include C D Young, (Figure 19) in this 
paper, Goldie & Ingliss as illustrated in: ‘Iron House for Melbourne, Australia.’ The Civil Engineer 
and Architect’s 
Journal, vol. 16, 1853, p. 456. J H Porter – as illustrate in a lithograph ‘Corrugated Iron warehouse’ 
in the collection of the Australian National Library. (an8930036-m) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20. After bankruptcy, Charles D Young and Co. continued 
to be remembered for their well-earned reputation as Iron & Wire 
fencing manufacturers. James Banks of Liverpool proudly claimed 
to have been a successor to the company in their entry in Blower’s 
Architect’s, Surveyor’s, Engineer’s and Builder’s Directory of 1860. 
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Charles D. Young & Company. Illustrations of iron structures, for home 
and abroad, consisting of stores, dwelling-houses, markets, arcades, 
railway stations, and roofings, etc. etc. constructed of wrought and cast 
iron and corrugated sheets, manufactured by / Charles D. Young & 
Company. Edinburgh : Charles D. Young & Co., c1856. 
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Charles D. Young & Company. Illustrative and Descriptive Catalogue of machinery, 
Implements, Tools, Manufactured articles, Raw Materials & Co., employed in Railways, Mines, 
Marine Department, Iron Architecture, Bridges, Piers ... for Scientific and practical purposes in 
South American and other countries ... Messrs CD. Young and Company London and Edinburgh. 
London: c.1857 
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